This paper gives an overview on and summarizes existing complexity and algorithmic results of some variants of the Stable Marriage and the Stable Roommates problems. The last section defines a list of stable matching problems mentioned in the paper. If you find any corrections, suggestions, new or missing results, please send them to jiehua.chen2@gmail.com.
Stable Marriage and Stable Roommates
Stable Roommates deals with the division of human or non-human agents (classically called roommates) into pairs, where each agent has a preference list on who is more preferable as a partner. In Stable Roommates, we are given a set of agents U , each having a preference list ≻ (a linear order on U ), indicating which other it prefers to have as partner, The goal of Stable Roommates is to search for a matching, i.e. a set of disjoint pairs of U , that contains no blocking pairs. Herein, a blocking pair is a pair of two agents u and w who are not matched together such that (i) u is either unmatched by M or prefers w to its partner M (u), i.e. w ≻ u M (u), and (ii) w is either unmatched by M or prefers u to its partner M (w), i.e. u ≻ w M (w). We call such a matching a stable matching and we call it perfect if every agent is assigned a partner. An even more well-known problem-Stable Marriage, is a bipartite, restricted variant of Stable Roommates, where the agents are partitioned into two disjoint subsets such that each agent has preferences over the agents of the opposite subset and can only be assigned a partner from that subset. Stable Marriage and Stable Roommates are introduced in the field of Economics and Computer Science in the 1960s and 1970s, respectively [27, 49] . They have since been studied extensively by not only economists but also computer scientists and social and political scientists [49, 41, 42, 52, 32, 54, 6] . Practical applications of Stable Roommates as well as Stable Marriage (and their variants) include partnership issues in the real-world [27] , allocating items (e.g. time-slots, locations, or resources) to agents (e.g. event hosts or individuals), where the agents have preferences over the available items [37, 5, 20] , centralized automated mechanisms that assign children to schools [3, 4] , school graduates to universities [9, 11] , or medical students to hospitals [1, 2] , grouping people to share a room or pairing participants for chess tournaments or in P2P networks [50, 51, 26] , scheduling user jobs to machines so that users do not want to switch to some other machines, and finding receiver-donor pairs for organ transplants (for more details, see the work of Manlove and O'Malley [55] and Roth et al. [63, 62] .
When preferences are beyond complete linear orders
Varying from application to application, the preferences of the agents in Stable Roommates and Stable Marriage could be incomplete, meaning that not every agent is an acceptable partner to every agent of the opposite sex. This corresponds to the case where the underlying acceptance graph is bipartite yet incomplete. The preferences of the agents may also contain ties, meaning that two agents are considered to be equally good as a partner. Note that for preferences with ties, our stability concept is regarded as weak stability since it suffices to forbid the existence of unmatched pairs that strictly prefer to be with each other. There are two other popular stability concepts-strong stability and super stability. A matching is called strongly stable if no unmatched pair {u, w} exists such that (i) u is either unmatched or finds w at least as good as its assigned partner M (u) (denoted as w u M (u)), and (ii) w is either unmatched or prefers u to its assigned partner M (w) (denoted as u ≻ w M (w)). A matching is called super stable if no unmatched pair {u, w} exists such that (i) u is either unmatched or finds w at least as good as its assigned partner M (u) (denoted as w u M (u)), and (ii) w is either unmatched or finds w at least as good as its assigned partner M (w) (denoted as u w M (w)). We refer to the works of Gusfield and Irving [32] , Manlove [54] for more detailed discussions. In this paper, unless stated explicitly, we always write stable matchings to refer to weakly stable matchings.
For preferences without ties, even when they are incomplete, deciding whether a Stable Roommates with Incomplete Preferences instance with n agents admits a stable matching and finding one if it exists can be done in O(n 2 ) time, for both Stable Roommates and Stable Marriage [27, 38] . However, when preferences have ties, Stable Roommates becomes NP-hard [61] 
When preferences satisfy structural properties
The original stable roommate problem strives to pair up roommates who prefer to stay with each other. In this setting, the roommates' preferences over who is more suitable to stay with may display some specific structure. For instance, from the psychological point of view, it is natural to assume that individuals are narcissistic, meaning that they like to be with someone who resembles themselves. Furthermore, as different individuals may e.g. have different ideal room temperatures, the preferences of an individual may display the so-called single-peaked property: individuals will prefer those whose ideal room temperature is close to their own over those whose temperature of choice is further away.
Bartholdi III and Trick [10] showed that when the input preferences are linear, narcissistic (i.e. each agent ranks itself at the first position), and single-peaked (i.e. there is a linear order of the agents such that each agent's preferences over the agents along this order are either strictly increasing, strictly decreasing, or first strictly increasing and then strictly decreasing), then a Stable Roommates (SR) instance with 2n agents always admits a unique stable matching and it can be found in sublinear time (O(n)). Bredereck et al. [15] showed that the same holds when the given instance is linear, complete, narcissistic, and single-crossing (i.e. there is a linear 
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NP-c [7] Table 1: Complexity of the various variants of Stable Marriage. "-" means that the corresponding parameter is irrelevant for fixed-parameter tractability but may be interesting for the FPT-in-P research. " * " means that the hardness result for the case without ties transfer to the case with ties.
order of the agents such that for each pair of agents {x, y}, there are at most two consecutive agents along the order that disagree over the relative order of x and y).
When ties are present but the preferences remain complete, Bredereck et al. [15] managed to show that the in general NP-hard Stable Roommates with Ties and Complete Preferences problem [61] becomes polynomial-time solvable. However, when incompleteness also comes into play, Stable Roommates with Ties and Complete Preferences remains NP-hard even if the input preferences are narcissistic, single-peaked, and single-crossing. Tables 1 and 2 summarize results of (variants of) Stable Marriage and Stable Roommates for two aspects, without and with ties.
Besides the relevant work mentioned in the paper, there are some other research regarding the parameterized complexity of preference-based stable matching problems [30, 18, 19] .
Optimization variants
As noted in the introduction, some Stable Roommates instances do not admit any stable matching at all, and in fact, empirical study suggests that a constant fraction of all sufficiently 
Popular NP-c [59, 23] * Table 2 : Complexity of the various variants of Stable Roommates. "-" means that the corresponding parameter is irrelevant for fixed-parameter tractability but may be interesting for the FPT-in-P research. " * " means that the hardness result for the case without ties transfer to the case with ties.
large instances will have no solution [60] . Moreover, even if a given Stable Roommates instance admits a stable matching, this solution may not be unique, and there might be solutions with which the agents are more satisfied than with others and thus, are more desirable than others. Given these two facts, it makes sense to consider two types of optimization variants for Stable Roommates: In one type one would want to compute stable matching that optimize a certain social criteria; in the other, one would want to compute matchings with optimal distance or closeness to stability.
Socially optimal stable matchings
For the case when more than one stable matching exists, it is desirable to compute a stable matching that is socially most satisfactory. Herein, the satisfaction of an agent x with respect to a given stable matching typically depends on the rank of its partner y assigned by this matching, which is the number of agents that are strictly preferred to y by x. A stable matching is regarded as socially optimal if -the sum of the ranks of all partners (i.e., the egalitarian cost γ) is minimum, or -the maximum rank of any partner is (i.e., the regret cost λ) is minimum.
Accordingly, we define the egalitarian cost and the regret cost of a matching M as
(rank i (j) + rank j (i)), and
We [44] .
For preferences with ties, both Egalitarian Stable Marriage and Min Regret Stable Marriage become NP-hard [53] . Thus, already in the bipartite case, it becomes apparent that allowing ties in preference lists makes the task of computing an optimal egalitarian matching much more challenging. Marx and Schlotter [56] showed, among other results, that Egalitarian Stable Marriage and Min Regret Stable Marriage are fixed-parameter tractable when parameterized by the parameter "sum of the lengths of all ties". Halldórsson et al. [33] showed inapproximability results for each of both problems. Irving et al. [45] showed that finding a perfect stable matching in a Stable Marriage instance with ties is NP-hard, even when the length of each preference list is bounded by three and the ties occur only on one side. It is obvious that in the same setting, finding a perfect stable matching with minimum regret two (note that we defined the regret cost to be the maximum rank of the partner of any agent) remains NP-hard.
For Egalitarian Stable Roommates, Feder [25] showed that the problem is NP-hard even if the preferences are complete and have no ties, and gave a 2-approximation algorithm for this case. Cseh et al. [21] studied Egalitarian Stable Roommates for preferences with bounded length ℓ and without ties. They showed that the problem is polynomial-time solvable if ℓ = 2, and is NP-hard for ℓ ≥ 3. They also showed that finding an arbitrary stable matching for a Stable Roommates instance with ties is NP-hard for ℓ = 3. This immediately implies that Min Regret Stable Roommates with ties is NP-hard even for regret cost at most three.
Other costs
For Stable Marriage, there are two more measures on socially optimal stable matchings: It may be desirable to find -a sex-equal stable matching, which minimizes absolute value of the difference between the sums of the ranks of one side (i.e., the sex-equal cost ρ),
-a balanced stable matching, which minimizes the maximum of the sums of the ranks of one side (i.e. the balance cost α), and -a min. man-exchange stable matching M , which minimizes the number θ of man-exchange pairs; a pair of two men u and u ′ is called a man-exchange pair in M , if they prefer the respective agent's partner to their own partner:
Accordingly, we define the equal-cost, the balance-cost, the exchange-cost of a matching M as
(u,w)∈M rank w (u) , and
We call the corresponding optimization problems Sex-Equal Stable Marriage problem [48, 57] , Balanced Stable Marriage [24] , and Min Man-Exchange Stable Marriage [40, 58] . All three problems are NP-complete, even when ties are not present [48, 24, 40] . McDermid and Irving [57] showed Sex-Equal Stable Marriage is NP-complete, even if no ties are present and the preference list of each agent has length at most three. When ties are present, its optimization variant cannot be approximated within arbitrary constant factor unless P = NP [34] .
When ties are not present, with respect to the parameter t, which is "the balance cost α plus the number of matched men", it is straight-forward to verify that Balanced Stable Marriage is fixed-parameter tractable. Thus, Gupta et al. [29] studied parameterized complexity of Balanced Stable Marriage with respect to two parameters that measure that distance to the parameter t. They showed that for the first one it admits a kernel and for the second one it is W[1]-hard.
McDermid et al. [58] showed that Min Man-Exchange Stable Marriage is NP-complete even without ties and when the preference list of each agent has length at most four.
Distance/closeness to stable matchings
For the case when no stable matchings exist, the agents may still be satisfied with a matching that is close to being stable. Such closeness could be measured, for example, -by the cardinality τ of a stable matching, -by the number δ of agents whose exclusion (by deleting these agents and their presence in all preference lists) allows perfect stability, -by the number β of blocking pairs, -by the number η of blocking agents (agents involved in blocking pairs), or -by the number φ of agents that prefer this matching to any other matching. The corresponding problems regarding the above measurements are denoted as Max-Card Stable Roommates, Min-Delete Stable Roommates, Min-Block-Pairs Stable Roommates, and Min-Block-Agents Stable Roommates (see Section 3 for the formal definitions). We now list results regarding the complexity of these optimization problems.
Cardinality
When the preferences may have ties, Stable Roommates becomes NP-hard [61] , even if the input has complete preferences, implying that Min-Delete Stable Roommates, Max-Card Stable Roommates, and Min-Block-Pairs Stable Roommates are all NP-hard in this case as well.
The closely related Max-Card Stable Marriage (Max-SM) problem (where the preferences are incomplete and have ties) is NP-hard, even if (1) the ties are at the tails of the lists and occur on one side only, (2) each list has at most one tie, and (3) each tie is of length two [53] .
Max-SM has been extensively studied: When on one side, the preference list of each agent has at most two agents, Irving et al. [45] showed that Max-SM can be solved in polynomial time by using a simple extension of the Gale/Shapley algorithm for the case without ties. They compliment this tractability result by showing that even if each agent finds at most three agents acceptable, Max-SM is NP-complete.
There are both constant-factor approximation algorithms and inapproximability results for the problem [33, 34, 43, 53, 47, 46] . In particular, Halldórsson et al. [34] showed that both the maximization and the minimization variant of Max-SM is NP-hard to approximate within some constant factor. The result holds even if the preference lists have bounded length, and there is at most one tie per list, and the ties occur on one side only.
Marx and Schlotter [56] studied the parameterized complexity of Max-Card Stable Marriage for parameters that are related to ties and showed that the problem is W[1]-hard with respect to the number of ties of the given instance. Recently, Adil et al. [8] studied parameterized complexity of Max-Card Stable Marriage and Max-Card Stable Roommates. In particular, they showed that Max-Card Stable Marriage parameterized by the cardinality τ of a maximum stable matching and Max-Card Stable Roommates parameterized by the size of a maximum matching are fixed-parameter tractable.
Deleting agents
Note that by our definition of stability, a matching which leaves two agents unmatched can never be stable so that a stable matching resulting from precluding δ agents in general cannot guarantee a stable matching with cardinality (n − δ)/2.
For preferences without ties, Tan [64] proposed a polynomial-time algorithm that computes a perfect stable matching in a Stable Roommates instance without ties, after deleting the fewest possible number of agents in an SR instance, showing that Min-Delete Stable Roommates is polynomial-time solvable. When ties are allowed, since it is already NP-hard to decide whether an SR instance admit an arbitrary stable matching, Min-Delete Stable Roommates with ties NP-hard even if δ = 0. Chen et al. [16] showed that Min-Delete Stable Roommates with ties is fixed-parameter tractable with respect to the dual parameter "number of agents remained in the stable matching".
Blocking pairs and blocking agents
Abraham et al. [6] showed that Min-Block-Pairs Stable Roommates is NP-hard, and cannot be approximated within a factor of n 0.5−ε unless P = NP, even if the given preferences are complete. They also showed that the problem can be solved in n O(β) time, where n and β denote the number of agents and the number of blocking pairs, respectively. This implies that the problem is in the parameterized complexity class XP for parameter β. Biró et al. [14] showed that the problem is NP-hard and APX-hard even if each agent has a preference list of length at most 3, and presented a (2ℓ − 3)-approximation algorithm for bounded list length ℓ. Biró et al. [13] and Hamada et al. [35] showed that the related variant of Stable Marriage, where the goal is to find a matching with minimum blocking pairs among all maximum-cardinality matchings, cannot be approximated within n 1−ε unless P = NP.
Chen et al. [17] showed that Min-Block-Pairs Stable Roommates parameterized by the number β of blocking pairs and Min-Block-Agents Stable Roommates parameterized by the number η are W[1]-hard even if the length of the preference lists is bounded by five.
Popular matchings
Gärdenfors [28] introduced the notion of majority assignments which is more widely known as popular matchings [7] and corresponds to the notion of weak Condorcet winners in voting theory [22] . Given two matchings, M 1 and M 2 , and an agent x, we say that x prefers M 1 to M 2 if it holds that either x is matched in M 1 but unmatched in M 2 or M 1 (x) ≻ x M 2 (x). A matching M is called popular if for each matching M ′ it holds that the number of agents that prefer M to M ′ is no less than the number of agents that prefer M ′ to M .
For preferences without ties, one can verify that every stable matching is popular. Since a Stable Marriage instance always admits a stable matching, every Stable Marriage is a yes instance for the popular matching question. Huang and Kavitha [36] presented a polynomial-time algorithm which finds a popular matching with maximum cardinality in Stable Marriage for preferences without ties. Very recently, Misra et al. [59] , Faenza et al. [23] showed that in the roommate settings, even without ties, the problem of finding a popular matching is NP-hard.
For preferences with ties, Abraham et al. [7] showed that deciding whether a Stable Marriage instance admits a popular matching is NP-complete, but it is polynomial-time solvable when only one side has ties. Biró et al. [12] showed that for the roommates setting with ties, both finding a perfect popular matching and finding a perfect popular matching are NP-hard.
Problem definitions
Every problem described starting from 5 is defined for the roommates setting without ties. It can be restricted to the marriage case and generalized to the case with ties. However, for some of the problems, we need to carefully adjust the measurement to also tackle the cost of agents that are unmatched.
Stable Marriage
Input: Two disjoint sets U = {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n } and W = {w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n } of n agents each, and each agent u ∈ U (resp. w ∈ W ) has a preference list ≻ u (resp. ≻ w ) over U (resp. over W Here, rank u (M (u)) is defined as the number of agents that are preferred to M (u) by u.
Min Regret Stable Roommates (Regret-SR)
Input: A Stable Roommates instance I and a number λ ∈ N. Question: Does I admit a stable matching with regret-cost at most λ, i.e. Here, rank u (M (u)) is defined as the number of agents that are preferred to M (u) by u.
Sex-Equal Stable Marriage (SESM)
Input: A Stable Marriage instance I with sets U and W , and a number ρ ∈ N. Question: Does I admit a stable matching with equal-cost at most ρ, i.e. 
Min Man-Exchange Stable Marriage (MESM)
Input: A Stable Marriage instance I with sets U and W , and a number θ ∈ N. Question: Does I admit a stable matching with exchange-cost at most θ. i.e.
Here, a pair of two agents u, u ′ ∈ U is a man-exchange pair if they prefer the respective agent's partner to their own partner: M (u ′ ) ≻ u M (u) and M (u) ≻ u ′ M (u ′ ).
Popular Matching in Stable Roommates
Input: A Stable Roommates instance I with agent set U . Question: Does I admit a popular matching M , i.e.
